INTRODUCTION

While computational linguistics is historically rooted in formal linguistics, it might seem that the distance between these two fields has only grown larger as each field evolved. Still, whether this impression is correct or not, not all links have been cut, and new ones have appeared. Indeed, while we are currently witnessing a growing interest within formal linguistics in both explaining the remarkable successes of neural-based language models and uncovering their limitations, one should not forget the contribution to theoretical linguistics provided, for example, by the computational implementation of grammatical formalisms. And while neural-based methods have recently received the lion’s share of the public attention, interpretable models based on symbolic methods are still relevant and widely used in the natural language processing industry.

The links that exist between formal and computational linguistics have been the subject of discussion for a long time. At the 2009 European Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics, a workshop entitled “Interaction between Linguistics and Computational Linguistics: Virtuous, Vicious or Vacuous?” was organised. This workshop led to the publication a couple of years later of the sixth volume of Linguistic Issues in Language Technology (Baldwin and Kordoni 2011). At the centre of this publication were discussions about
how and why formal linguistics and computational linguistics went down different paths, about the benefits and drawbacks of specialisation and about how our scientific communities could improve the situation. On this occasion, Church (2011) predicted that computational approaches to language would come back to symbolic approaches, observing that most of the “low hanging fruits” of statistical methods had already been picked. In a similar vein, Kay (2011) argued that natural language processing (NLP) – distinguished from computational linguistics in that the former was held to show little interest in language, and to be oriented towards pure performance matters – would disappear.

However, far from dwindling, statistical methods garnered renewed interest due to impressive advances in machine learning and, in particular, the progress made in the development of word embeddings generated as a product of the optimisation of neural-based language models (Mikolov et al. 2013b,a; Bengio et al. 2001). This stream of research eventually led to the apparition of the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al. 2017), with famous implementations such as BERT (Devlin et al. 2019) and GPT-3 (Brown et al. 2020) which offer linguistic representations that are routinely used for a wide array of NLP applications, from classification to language generation. Though remarkably effective, with benchmark performances regularly smashed by newer and bigger models, the representations offered by these systems are largely shunned by the linguistic community, who often sees them as irrelevant to our understanding of language (see infra).

As already mentioned, it would, however, be a little hasty to declare a divorce between linguistic and computational methods. First, using computational methods to validate theoretical models remains common practice in many circles (e.g. among the LFG, HPSG or categorial grammar communities) and the use of such implementations can also be used to investigate and test typological hypotheses about language universals (such as with the LinGo Grammar Matrix; Bender et al. 2002). The use of symbolic methods also remains common in the industry, especially for applications for which humanely interpretable models are necessary (for various reasons including ethical ones; see Lipton 2018; Miller 2019 and references therein). Second, the properties of stochastic language models have also come under increasing
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scrutiny. On the one hand, there is a lively debate about the ability of these models to properly represent natural language meaning (Bender and Koller 2020), and about how representative they are of the linguistic practices of the members of a linguistic community (Bender et al. 2021). On the other hand, there are efforts to explain the sheer effectiveness of these language models, in a way that goes beyond the mere mention of the distributional hypothesis (Gastaldi 2020), and to investigate how such models are sensitive (or not) to complex linguistic phenomena such as presupposition projection (Jiang and de Marneffe 2019) or syntactic generalisations (Hu et al. 2020) (see also the domain of “BERTology”, which seeks to study the properties of the representations manipulated by BERT-like models, though not necessarily from a linguistic angle; Ettinger 2020; Rogers et al. 2020).

OVERVIEW OF THE SPECIAL SECTION

Inspired by these tensions and connections, we organised a one-day online event on the interactions between formal and computational linguistics which took place in June 2021.1 The guiding thread for the talks at that event was, roughly, to focus on and discuss recent advances in computational linguistics (be they symbolic or not), their relationship with linguistic data, and what such systems can do for language and linguistics itself. These questions were tackled from different angles: practical, theoretical and philosophical. The present special section takes its roots in that event, as we offered the presenters a chance to elaborate on the themes developed in the workshop in the form of long papers.

Both articles in this special section illustrate the theme of the seminar in two complementary ways, both in their use of computational methods to address theoretical issues of formal models of language,

---

1See https://gdr-lift.loria.fr/news/ilfc-en/. The event then turned into a monthly online seminar https://gdr-lift.loria.fr/monthly-online-ilfc-seminar/.
and in the way they use linguistically inspired symbolic methods to achieve their goals.

In their paper, Olga Zamaraeva and her co-authors retrace the evolution of the “Grammar Matrix”, a meta-grammar engineering framework that relies on the HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1994) and MRS (Copestake et al. 2005) frameworks. The Grammar Matrix is a tool that automates the implementation of the grammar for a given language. To do so, the user provides information about the properties of the language they wish to implement a grammar of, along with a sample lexicon. On the basis of those properties and known analyses of the related phenomena in HPSG and MRS, the matrix is able to produce an implemented grammar that can be used, among other things, to test the coverage of the grammar on a set of sentences. Beyond that, the authors also highlight how the Grammar Matrix can be used to investigate cross-linguistic variation, and formulate and test general hypotheses about the structure of language. On the basis of a test set of sentences in 60 different languages from 40 distinct families, a regression testing system is used to check how modification in the analyses of phenomena affect the overall architecture of the system. The Grammar Matrix is thus a prime example of how computational methods can directly influence linguistic analysis, both as a tool to test such analyses, and as a way to get better insight about language using an approach that is both theoretically and empirically grounded.

Haruta et al. present the theoretical foundations and the practical implementation of an automatic Natural Language Inference (NLI) solver for English, i.e. a system that, given two input texts, aims at detecting whether the first entails, contradicts or is neutral toward, the second. One characteristic of their solver is that it is symbolic; while a recent popular approach in NLI (as in other NLP tasks) consists in training a classifier using only vector representations obtained via a language model (see supra), the system they describe relies on logical representations of the input texts produced by a parser and fed to a theorem prover. The various parsers they use are based on the Combinatory Categorial Grammar formalism (CCG; Steedman and Baldridge 2011); after a little bit of post-processing of the output trees, the logical representations are standardly derived from the syntactic analyses in a compositional fashion.
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Obviously, the success of the enterprise crucially depends, among other things, on the expressive power of the logical language used. Haruta et al. have chosen to express the semantics of sentences in a version of First Order Logic (FOL) that incorporates events and integers/degrees, allowing them to translate a wide range of constructions involving adjectives, comparatives, generalised quantifiers and numerals. Key to many of their analyses is the notion of degree. For example, they analyse *Tom is taller than Mary* following the A-not-A analysis (see Schwarzschild 2008 and references therein) as meaning that there is some degree such that Tom has, but Mary has not, this degree of tallness. Haruta et al. evaluate their system on a large number of NLI datasets, including a novel one they have designed to cover the phenomena that they have been particularly interested in, usually absent from existing datasets such as FraCas (Cooper et al. 1996). Results show that, in general, non-symbolic models perform significantly worst than state-of-the-art symbolic models, and that, in particular, the system presented here is particularly effective. This very interesting paper thus contributes to showing that formal syntax and semantics are still relevant to natural language processing and that, in some domains, symbolic reasoning is still one step ahead of the purely neuronal alternatives that have progressively taken the spotlight in the last decade.
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